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TROJAN ELECTRIC PARKING LEG
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Part No. 307001
SPECIFICATIONS:
Load capacity:  1363KG  continuous, 2270 KG instantaneous tongue breakaway capacity.
Travel:   457mm (18”)
Retracted height:  648mm (25.5”)
Area of foot pad:       558 square mm (removable)

IMPORTANT: Read all the following steps before beginning installation.
(1)  Block the trailer wheels from moving and support the draw bar securely.
(2)  Select a suitable location on the draw bar clear of any other equipment.
(3)  It will be necessary to provide a suitable mounting plate with a 58mm hole in it to accept the parking leg. This 
 should be securely welded to the draw bar to provide a strong rigid member for the park leg.
(4)  The electric parking leg is INTERNALLY grounded. Therefore for good electrical contact clean well, both the 
 underside of the mounting plate of the park leg and the face of the plate on the trailer draw bar where the park 
 leg contacts it.
(5)  Align the motor head so that the motor housing is facing the front of the trailer draw bar. Drill the required holes 
 and bolt securely.
(6)  Install a 30amp fuse holder in the power wire either at the motor head or closer to the power source if desired.
(7)  Connect the grey positive wire from the park leg motor to the power feed from the positive side of the battery. 
 Warning do not use wire smaller than #10 gauge for any extra wiring that may be required.

OPERATION:
(1)  Activate the park leg by using the toggle switch located under the motor housing.
(2)  Extend the leg by holding the switch in the extend position. 
 CAUTION: Release the toggle switch when the motor switches off to prevent damage to the motor. Wait 15 
 seconds for the motor to reset before operating the switch again.
(3)  Retract the leg by holding the toggle switch in the retract position. As the leg approaches the fully retracted 
 position it will slow down and then stall. The toggle switch should be released at the first indication of slowing 
 down. The leg is now fully retracted.
 NOTE: If the motor should stall with the leg in the fully retracted position, and the toggle switch is not 
 released the motor will automatically switch off.

MANUAL OPERATION:
(1)  Disconnect the 30 amp Slow Blow Fuse. (unscrew and pull apart)
(2)  Remove plug cap in the access hole (located top centre of the housing cover).
(3)  Insert the crank handle in the access hole over the drive spindle tang. Rotate the crank handle clockwise to 
 retract or counter clockwise to extend.
(4)  When finished remove the crank handle and replace the plug and replace the fuse.

LUBRICATION:
The leg is lubricated before leaving the factory. Under normal conditions lubrication will be required after 12 months.
WARNING: The front of the trailer should be supported on blocks or the trailer connected to the towball before
proceeding.
(1)  The leg should be fully extended.
(2)  Using the toggle switch, extend the leg until the foot pad is 50mm (2”) from the ground.
(3)  Disconnect the 30 amp slow blow fuse.
(4)  Loosen the four  #8 Phillips head screws and remove the gear housing cover.
(5)  If required, repack the exposed gears with common lithium based machine grease.
(6)  Reassemble the gear housing cover.
(7)  Using a 1/4” ALLEN KEY, remove the four socket head screws holding the motor head to the outer tube.
(8)  Lift the motor head assembly away from the outer tube.
(9)  Clean and regrease the jack screw and nut with a common Lithium based machine grease.
(10)  Re-assemble motor head and screw assembly onto outer tube. Replace the 30 amp slow blow fuse.
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